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Abstract 

In smart cities, images captured by Internet of Things 

(IoT) cameras are transmitted to data center via 

intermediate nodes. The shared images can reveal much 

of sensitive information of users, which has caused 

increasing privacy concerns. Various encryption-based 

techniques have been developed for privacy preserving. 

However, they are not suitable for IoT cameras due to the 

high computation cost. In this paper, we propose a 

lightweight image privacy protection scheme considering 

personalized protection requirements of users. We first 

introduce an object detection algorithm to detect and pick 

up sensitive areas in images according to the specific 

requirements of users. Then, we propose a membrane-

based method to mask the sensitive areas before 

uploading images to the data center. In particular, the 

masking operation does not require much computing 

resources on the used cloud platform, and the masking 

size of membrane can be dynamically adjusted. Our 

experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate the 

effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed scheme. 

Keywords: IoT camera, Image privacy, Cloud platform, 

Masking operation, Membrane 

1 Introduction 

Internet of Things (IoT) cameras have been widely 

deployed in urban industries and traffic management 

systems, which accelerates the development of Smart 

City [1-3]. However, images collected by IoT cameras 

contain rich sensitive information of users, while the 

intermediate nodes or edge devices for transmitting 

images are normally untrusted [4-7]. In recent years, 

image privacy has caused increasing concerns. 

The state-of-the-art image privacy protection 

methods mainly employ encryption algorithms. Early 

studies mainly employ AES and DES to encrypt the 

data. However, these algorithms are not suitable to 

encrypt image, because the amount of information 

contained in images are extremely [8]. To address this 

challenge, chaotic theory-based and permutation-based 

encryption algorithms have been investigated [9-12]. 

While the major disadvantage of these algorithms is 

inefficient and inflexible. Therefore, many researchers 

use visual-based encryption methods to protect image 

privacy. These methods mainly include masking, 

blurring, and pixilation [13]. 

Although many investigations have been conducted 

for protecting image privacy, the aforementioned 

algorithms cannot be directly used in real IoT-based 

applications. First, the video captured by IoT cameras 

is around 25 to 30 frames per second, and the size of 

the video captured in whole day is about 24G. If a vast 

majority of real-time images are encrypted frequently, 

the computation overhead is too high for IoT camera 

with limited resources. In addition, image privacy 

requirements are not uniform considering various 

policies in different regions. Taking the widely applied 

face Id as an example, some countries define the entire 

face as privacy area, while some others only regard 

eyes as the sensitive information. Traditional methods 

are not flexible as they cannot dynamically adapt to 

these customized protection requirements. As a result, 

novel image privacy protection scheme that are 

lightweight and personalized need to be developed in 

IoT camera-based applications. 

In this paper, we propose a lightweight and flexible 

image privacy protect scheme in IoT environment. In 

order to meet the requirements of customized privacy 

protection, the proposed method can provide users with 

different area masking options such as face or license 

plate. In particular, we deployed an object detection 

algorithm YOLO v3 to detect and pick up the sensitive 

areas in images. In addition, we employ a masking 

strategy to protect the selected sensitive areas, which 

can reduce the computational requirements significantly. 

We conduct extensive experiments and the compared 

methods with existing image encryption algorithms. 

Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and 

efficiency of MSAI (Masking Sensitive Area of Image 

on IoT Camera). Specifically, the contributions of this 
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paper are as follows. 

(1) We propose an automatic method to mask 

sensitive areas in images according to personalized 

requirements of users. The masking operation is only 

executed to the sensitive area on frames containing 

sensitive information, which greatly reduces the 

computation cost of IoT camera. 

(2) We employ a membrane-based masking 

algorithm to protect image privacy. The proposed 

method can change the size of masking dynamically 

according to the specific sensitive area defined by 

different users. 

(3) Extensive experiments are conducted and the 

results demonstrate that our scheme consistently 

outperforms state-of-the-art methods in efficiency and 

flexibility. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 introduces the related works, preliminaries is 

introduced in Section 3, Section 4 introduces the 

system overview, Section 5 introduces the scheme our 

proposed. Section 6 presents the experimental results. 

Finally, the summary is summarized in Section 7. 

2 Related Work 

The intuitive idea to protect the image is encrypt 

image using traditional cryptographic tools, such as 

AES and DES. In 2013, Prerna Mahajan et al. [9] 

analyzed that these encryption methods are more 

suitable for text files with high-security level. However, 

it is not suitable for encrypting images. Since the 

amount of image data is very extremely, and traditional 

image encryption is inefficient in images [14]. 

Many researchers have proposed novel image 

encryption algorithms, for example, chaotic maps use 

the permutation, diffusion and other operations to 

disrupt the correlation of pixels in the image [15-16]. 

Chaotic maps are divided into one-dimensional chaotic 

maps and high-dimensional chaotic maps [17-18]. 

Advanced in unpredictability, ergodicity and sensitivity 

to initial conditions and parameters, chaotic maps are 

widely used in modern image encryption algorithms 

[19]. S. Behnia et al. [20] proved that traditional one-

dimensional chaotic maps are insecure, many researchers 

have designed two-dimensional even high-dimensional 

chaotic map algorithms. For example, in 2018, K. 

Muhammad et al. [21] proposed a probabilistic 

monitoring framework for the IoT system, which uses 

a two-dimensional-Sine system to encrypt keyframes 

in surveillance video. In 2019, M. Alawida et al. [22] 

proposed an image encryption algorithm based on the 

perturbation of a hybrid chaotic system. Tang et al. [23] 

proposed a novel image encryption algorithm by 

jointly exploiting random overlapping block partition, 

double spiral scans, Henon chaotic map, and Lu 

chaotic map. In 2020, Zhang et al. [24] proposed a 

High-speed image encryption scheme based on 

multiple XORs. Although these chaotic maps 

algorithms really achieve the security requirements, 

they are not suitable for IoT cameras due to the 

complex. In addition, most of the chaotic map 

algorithms encrypt the entire image, although the 

security level of the image is improved, but lacks 

flexibility, which is not necessary for the actual IoT 

camera environment. 

Compared with the high-security feature of chaotic 

maps, the image encryption algorithm based on 

permutation has attracted the researchers’ attention, 

which is usually divided into several categories: pixel 

replacement [25], position replacement [26-27], and 

block replacement [28]. The pixel replacement 

algorithm and position replacement algorithm need 

more encryption time than the block replacement. In 

the block replacement algorithm, the smaller the block, 

the better the encryption effect. Although these image 

encryption algorithms based on permutation have 

faster encryption time, there is not security. These 

algorithms usually encrypt the entire image and lack 

flexibility [29]. 

Considering the security and flexibility of the image 

encryption algorithm, Lv et al. [30] proposed a variable 

membrane encryption system, in which the cloud 

platform generates a matrix, then the IoT camera 

masks the sensitive area using this matrix. Though Lv 

et al.’s scheme owns high flexibility and efficiency, 

cloud platform maybe colludes with malicious users to 

attack the system. In order to more accurately detect 

and pick the sensitive area, the neural network is a 

useful tool to ensure more flexible.  

3 Preliminaries 

In this section, Integer Vector Homomorphic 

Encryption (VHE) algorithm [31], the masking 

membrane algorithm and High-speed chaotic maps 

algorithm will be introduced. In this paper, the symbol 

we used is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Symbol table 

symbols significance 

S  Matrix generated by Entity A 

W  A large integer 

r
SA  The row of the sensitive area 

c
SA  The column of the sensitive area 

τ  Pseudo-random sequence τ  based on the Image size 

O  Original image 

k  Key of Image masking operation 

M  Masking membrane 

D  Cloud platform initializes a matrix 

O′  The sensitive area masking image 

SA
O′  The sensitive area of O′  

A  Chaotic masking image 

A′  Masking recovery image 
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3.1 Integer Vector Homomorphic Encryption 

Algorithm 

VHE algorithm is an efficient encryption algorithm, 

this algorithm is widely used in cloud environments. 

The detail of the VHE algorithm are as follows. 

3.1.1 Key Generation 

Entity A generates a matrix S  of size m n×  and 

sends S  to entity B, where the elements of S  are 

integer. 

3.1.2 Encryption 

Step 1. Entity A generates a large integer w S>> , 

where { }: max
i ij

S S= , and sends W  to entity B. 

Step 2. Entity A computes the the wβ  with vector 

( )
T

1 2
, , ,

m
b b bβ = … , where 

1 2
, , ,

m
b b b…  are integer. 

Step 3. Entity A computes the vector ( )
T

1 2
, , ,

n
a a aα = …  

as ciphertext satisfying ,S w eα β= +  where 
1 2
, , ,

n
a a a…  

are integer e  is a noisy vector as an error term with 

elements smaller than 
2

w

, then sends α  to entity B. 

3.1.3 Decryption 

Entity B computes the 
S

w

α

⎡ ⎦  to recover the plaintext, 

where 
S

w

α

⎡ ⎦  is around 
S

w

α

 to the nearest integer. 

3.2 The Masking Membrane Algorithm 

The masking membrane algorithm is a lightweight 

image encryption algorithm, which uses VHE 

algorithm to encrypt a matrix called the masking 

membrane. Only one multiplication operation is 

performed to ensure the lightweight when VHE 

algorithm is executed. The advantage of the masking 

membrane algorithm is lightweight and high flexibility. 

The detail of this algorithm are as follows. 

3.2.1 Masking 

Step 1. IoT camera executes YOLO v3 [32] algorithm 

to find the location of the sensitive area and obtains the 

size 
r c

SA SA×  of the sensitive area in the image, where 

r
SA  is the row of the sensitive area, 

c
SA  is the column 

of the sensitive area. 

Step 2. IoT camera sends 
r c

SA SA×  to the cloud 

platform, and requests a masking membrane with the 

size of 
r c

SA SA× . 

Step 3. Cloud platform initializes a matrix D  of size 

r c
SA SA× , and the initial values of all elements are set 

to 1. 

Step 4. Cloud platform generates k  as key, where k  

is taken from finite field ( )251GF , and sends k  to 

IoT camera. 

Step 5. Cloud platform executes VHE algorithm for 

each element of matrix D  to obtain the masking 

membrane M . 

Step 6. The IoT camera multiplies the elements in the 

sensitive area of the original image with the 

corresponding elements in the masking membrane M , 

and do nothing in other areas, and then sends the image 

of the sensitive area masked to the data center. 

3.2.2 Masking Recovery 

Step 1. Data center finds the location of the sensitive 

area. 

Step 2. Data center executes VHE algorithm to recover 

the masked sensitive area in image based on k , and do 

nothing in other areas. 

3.3 High-speed Chaotic Maps Algorithm 

High-speed chaotic maps is a block-based chaotic 

maps algorithm. The principle of the algorithm is 

shown in the Figure 1. The High-speed chaotic maps 

algorithm divides the image into several blocks and 

rearranges these blocks according to a pseudo-random 

sequence. This algorithm is a compromise between 

security and efficiency. Although the security of this 

algorithm is not better than other complex chaotic 

maps algorithms, the computational burden of this 

algorithm is small, so it is suitable for image privacy 

protection in the IoT camera environment. 

 

Figure 1. High-speed chaos mapping algorithm 

3.3.1 Encryption 

Step 1. Data center generates a pseudo-random 

sequence τ  based on the image size and sends this 

sequence τ  to IoT camera, where { }0, , 1
i

bτ ∈ … − , b  
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is the number of image block and the elements value of 

i
τ are not repeated. 

Step 2. The IoT camera divides the image into b  

blocks, and re-arranges the image blocks using the 

sequence τ  sent by data center. 

Step 3. IoT camera sends the chaotic image to data 

center. 

3.3.2 Decryption 

The data center rearranges the chaotic image 

according to the sequence τ  to restore the original 

image. 

4 The Proposed MSAI Scheme 

4.1 System Overview 

4.1.1 Customizable Requirements 

MSAI must ensure: 

(1) Accurate identification: Different countries and 

regions have different laws and regulations on sensitive 

information in images. IoT camera accurately identifies 

sensitive areas in the image, according to different 

image privacy regulations in various countries and 

regions.  

(2) Customized privacy protection: Protect sensitive 

areas of different sizes at different locations in the 

image. 

4.1.2 Security Requirements 

MSAI must ensure: 

(1) Data Confidentiality: Scheme can prevent resist 

collusion and active attacks. If the key of the masking 

membrane is leaked after the cloud platform is attacked, 

the masked image cannot be restored. 

(2) Privacy Confidentiality: Intermediate nodes is 

not able to infer privacy information about the 

sensitive area of image. 

4.1.3 Efficiency Requirements 

MSAI must ensure: 

Lightweight: Due to the limited resource of IoT 

camera [33] and the massive real-time images, the 

computation executed on IoT camera should be 

lightweight, otherwise, the reliability and sustainability 

are difficult to be guaranteed. 

4.2 Scheme Proposed 

In order to protect the image privacy efficiently in 

daily life, MSAI: Masking Sensitive Area of Image on 

IoT cameras is proposed, the system model is shown in 

Figure 2, which includes two parts: 

 

Figure 2. The MSAI scheme 

(1) Image collection and pre-processing: IoT camera 

collects images and uses the object detection algorithm 

YOLO v3 to identify the coordinates and size of 

sensitive information areas in the image. The reason 

for choosing the YOLO v3 algorithm is that this 

algorithm is faster and more accurately than others 

object detection algorithm. 

(2) Image masking operation: Cloud platform 

generates a masking membrane uses the size of the 

sensitive area obtained by the image pre-processing 

part, and sends the masking membrane to the IoT 

camera. The IoT camera masks the sensitive area, then 

the masked image is encrypted with High-speed 

chaotic maps. 

In the following subsection, image collection and 

pre-processing and the image masking operation 

algorithm is presented in detail. 

4.3 Image Collection and Pre-processing  

The image collection and preprocessing part of 

MSAI is completed by the IoT camera. The details are 

as follows: 

Step 1. Users select the privacy options provided by 

the scheme, such as covering the entire face or eyes in 

image, whether to cover the license plate, etc. 

Step 2. The IoT camera collects images and uses the 

YOLO v3 algorithm to identify and obtain the sensitive 

area specified by the user. 

4.4 Image Masking Operation 

The image masking operation in MSAI consists of 

two parts: masking sensitive area of image and High-

speed Chaotic maps algorithm, the details are as 

follows. 

4.4.1 Mask Sensitive Areas of the Image 

Step 1. IoT camera executes YOLO v3 algorithm to 

find the sensitive area of the original image O . The 

size 
r c

SA SA×  of the sensitive area obtained by the IoT 
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camera is sent to cloud platform to request a masking 

membrane. The sensitive area 
SA

O  of original image is 

shown in Equation (1). 

 

1,1 1,2 1,

2,1 2,2 2,

,1 ,2 ,

c

c

r r r c

SA

SA

SA

SA SA SA SA

o o o

o o o
O

o o o

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

�

�

� � � �

�

 (1) 

Step 2. Cloud platform generates key k  and sends k  

to IoT camera, where the k  is taken form finite field 

( )251GF . 

 

,

1,1 1,2 1,

2,1 2,2 2,

,1 ,2

  

c

c

r r SA SAr c

SA

SA

SA SA

M

λ λ λ

λ λ λ

λ λ λ

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

�

�

� � � �

�

 (2) 

Step 3. Cloud platform executes algorithm 1 to 

generate masking membrane and sends this masking 

membrane to IoT camera, and then cloud platform 

sends the key k  to the data center. 

 

Algorithm 1. Masking membrane generation 

Input: The size 
r c

SA SA×  of sensitive area, k , VHE 

encryption algorithm.  

Output: Masking membrane M . 

Step 1. Cloud platform initializes a matrix D  of size 

r c
SA SA× , and the initial values of all elements are set 

to 1. 

Step 2. Cloud platform executes the VHE algorithm to 

encrypt each element of matrix D to obtain the 

masking membrane M . The masking membrane is 

shown in Equation (2). In the matrix M , the value of 

1,1 1,2 ,
, ,

m n
λ λ λ…  is ( ) ( )1 1

1,1 1,t
, , ,k w e k w e

− −

× + × + …  

( )1

,
.

r c
SA SA

k w e
−

× +  w  is taken from finite field 

( )251GF , e  is an error term. Then cloud platform 

sends the matrix M  to the IoT camera. 

 

Step 4. The IoT camera finds the position of the 

sensitive area and masks this area, and do nothing in 

other areas. The sensitive area masking image O′  is 

obtained, the sensitive area 
SA

O′  has masked as shown 

as Equation (3). 

,

1,1 1,1 1,2 1,2 1, 1,

2,1 2,1 2,2 2,2 2, 2,

,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,

 

c c

c c

r r r r r c SA SAr c

SA SA

SA SA

SA

SA SA SA SA SA SA

o o o

o o o

O

o o o

λ λ λ

λ λ λ

λ λ λ

× × ×⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥

× × ×⎢ ⎥
′ = ⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥× × ×
⎣ ⎦

�

�

� � � �

�

(3) 

4.4.2 Chaotic Sensitive Area Masking Image 

Step 1. The data center generates a pseudo-random 

sequence τ , based on the size of the original image O , 

where { }0, , 1
i

bτ ∈ … − , b  is the number of blocks 

divided in image. And then the data center sends the 

sequence τ  to the IoT camera. 

Step 2. The IoT camera executes the algorithm 2 based 

on the sequence τ  and image O′  to obtain a chaotic 

image A  of the sensitive area masked.  
 

Algorithm 2. High-speed Chaos Mapping algorithm 

Input: Sequence τ , image O′ . 

Output: Chaotic masking image A . 

Step 1. IoT camera divides the image O′  into b  

blocks. 

Step 2. IoT camera uses the row-first method to 

convert a 2-D matrix into a 1-D cell array, the 

elements of the cell array are pixel blocks. 

Step 3. The elements in the cell array are rearranged 

according to the element values in the sequence τ .  

Step 4. IoT camera converted 1-D cell array into a 2-

D matrix to obtain a chaotic masking image A . 

 

1,1,1 1,2

251 251 251

2.2,1 2,2

251 251 251

,,1 ,1

251 251 251

  

c

c

r cr r

SA

SA

SA

SA SASA SA

K OK O K O

w w w

K OK O K O

A w w w

K OK O K O

w w w

′′ ′ ×⎡ ⎤× ×
⎡ ⎦ ⎡ ⎦ ⎡ ⎦⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥
′′ ′ ×⎢ ⎥× ×

⎡ ⎦ ⎡ ⎦ ⎡ ⎦⎢ ⎥′ = ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

′′ ′ ×× ×⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎦ ⎡ ⎦ ⎡ ⎦
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

�

�
�

� � � �

�

(4) 

4.4.3 Masking Recovery 

According to the key k  sent by the cloud platform 

and the sequence τ , the algorithm 3 is executed by 

data center to obtain the image A′  of masking 

recovery. 

 

Algorithm 3. Masking recovery 

Input: Image A , sequence τ , k . 

Output: Image A′  of masking recovery.  

Step 1. Data center divides the image A  into b  

blocks. 

Step 2. Data center uses the row-first method to 

convert a 2-D matrix into a 1-D cell array, the 

elements of the cell array are pixel blocks. 

Step 3. Data center rearranges the elements in the cell 

array according to the sequence τ , and restores the 

image O′ . 

Step 4. Data center finds the location of the sensitive 

area in the image 
SA

O′ . 

Step 5. The masking recover operation will be 

performed by data center according to the key k . The 
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image A′  of masking recovery is obtained. The 

masking recovery perform in the sensitive area 
SA

A′ is 

shown in Equation (4), where 
251

S

w

α

⎡ ⎦  is around 

251

S

w

α

⎡ ⎦  to the nearest integer mod 251. 

 

5 Experiment Results 

5.1 Simulation Results 

MSAI are implemented on Python and executed on 

Windows 10 with 2.3 GHz processor. In the 

experimental environment, the identified sensitive 

areas are license plate, fingerprint and face in images 

by YOLO v3 algorithm. The size of the block in the 

High-speed chaotic maps algorithm is 8 8× . Image size 

and size of the sensitive area identified with YOLO v3 

is shown in Table 2. We select three sets of images as 

examples of the algorithm, as shown in Figure 3. 

Table 2. The of the original and the sensitive area 

image 
The size of original 

image 

The size of  

sensitive area 

car 256 256×  30 17×  

finger 256 256×  58 62×  

Lena 256 256×  71 63×  

 

    

(a) Original image (b) Final masking image (c) Sensitive area masking image (d) Recover masking image 

Figure 3.  

5.1.1 Histogram Analysis 

The digital histogram can intuitively evaluate the 

pixel tone distribution of the image. The x-axis and y-

axis of the histogram represent the number of pixels of 

the corresponding intensity level. Figure 4(a) to Figure 

4(c) shows the digital histogram of the original image, 

masking sensitive area and masking recover image 

about the three experimental images. As shown in 

Figure 4, the histogram of the original image is not 

uniform. The distribution of the masked sensitive area 

map is almost uniform, so the sensitive area is chaotic 

after a masking operation. 

5.1.2 NPCR and UACI 

The number of pixels change rate (NPCR) 

represents the ratio of different gray values of different 

encrypted images at the same location. We use the two 

parameters number of changing pixel rate (NPCR) and 

unified averaged changed intensity (UACI) to verify 

the strength of our proposed image masking operation 

against differential attacks. NPCR represents the ratio 

of different gray values of different encrypted images 

at the same location. UACI represents the average 

change density between different encrypted images. 

NPCR and UACI can be described as Equations (5) 

and (6). Table 3 gives values of PNCR and UACI of 

experimental images. 

 ( ) ( )1 2

1 1

1
, ,

W H

i j

NPCR I I D i j
W H

= =

=

×

∑∑   (5) 

 

( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1 2

1 1

1 2

1 2

, ,1

255

0,   , ,
 ,

1,   , ,

W H

i j

I i j I i j
UACI

W H

if I i j I i j
where D i j

if I i j I i j

= =

−
=

×

⎧ =⎪
= ⎨

≠⎪⎩

∑∑
 (6) 
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(a) Original image (b) Final masking image (c) Recover masking image 

Figure 4.  

Table 3. NPRC and UACI value between original 

image and masking recovery image 

image NPCR UACI 

car 0.9961 0.3346 

finger 0.9981 0.3318 

Lena 0.7871 0.3094 

 

5.1.3 MSE and PSNR 

Mean square error (MSE) can be used to describe 

the difference in quality between the original image 

and the recover masking image. MSE can be described 

as Equation (7). 

We use Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) to verify 

the quality of the masking recover image, which is 

show in Equation (8). The larger the value of PSNR, 

the higher the quality of the masking recover image. 

After calculation, =+PSNR ∞ in the above three 

examples. This result proves that the quality of the 

masking recover image is the same as the quality of the 

original image. 

 ( ) ( )( )
2

1 1

1
, ,

W H

i j

MSE X i j Y i j
H W

= =

= −

×

∑∑   (7) 

 
( )

2

10

2 1
10 log  

n

PSNR
MSE

⎛ ⎞−
⎜ ⎟= ×
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  (8) 

5.2 Security Analysis 

We employed only existing, peer-reviewed 

cryptographic schemes and discussed the security of 

the scheme, we corroborate these arguments with a 

brief summary of the security analysis. 

(1) Data confidentiality: MSAI can prevent resist 

collusion and active attacks. Collusion attack: Assume 

that the cloud platform collides with malicious users, 

the malicious user can get key k , but malicious user 

cannot get sequence S. the image that has been masked 

cannot be restored. Active attacks: The communication 

channel between the cloud platform and the IoT 

camera is attacked, malicious user cannot get the key 

k . The image that has been masked cannot be restored.  

(2) Privacy confidentiality: Experiments show that 

the masked image is chaotic, so the confidentiality of 

the data can be guaranteed. 

5.3 Efficiency Analysis 

We select the three images shown in Figure 3(a) as 

an example to calculate average time for one hundred 

masking operations. The time compared with other 

encryption algorithms is shown in Figure 5. Through 

experimental verification, the efficiency of the masking 

operation is better than compared algorithms. 
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Figure 5. Time comparison between different 

algorithm 

6 Summary 

In this paper, we introduce the MSAI, a novel 

scheme for image privacy protection on IoT cameras. 

In particular, MSAI adopts an object detection 

algorithm to identify sensitive areas in images, and 

employs an improved masking algorithm to mask these 

areas according to the requirements of users. In order 

to make full use of computing resources in IoT 

environment, membranes generation operation that 

consumes a lot of computing resources is executed by 

cloud platform, while IoT cameras only needs to 

perform the masking operation. We have conducted 

extensive experiments in a real IoT environment. The 

experimental results demonstrate that MSAI has better 

performance in terms of efficiency, security and 

flexibility. In the future, we will further study how to 

select sensitive areas of images automated and provide 

more flexible and lightweight privacy protection 

services. 
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